SOUTHERN COLLEGE OF

HOMEOPATHY

We oﬀer a four‐year part‐time Licentiate course
Four‐year Part Time Course
The Southern College of Homeopathy is at the forefront of homeopathic training. We are proud that we
have eﬀectively integrated into our curriculum a wide range of ideas and practices from both the rich
history and current ways of thinking within the exciting world of homeopathy.
We believe that everyone should feel the maximum enjoyment possible in an informal atmosphere of
warmth and friendship with strong student support.
The four‐year course aims to educate and support the student to professional practitioner level. In return
we expect commitment and application on the part of the student.
The course oﬀers training in all aspects of homeopathy‐from philosophy and theory to practical clinical
application. Integrated Human Science and Pathology is included. The level of competence demonstrated
on successful completion of the four‐year course is suﬃcient for graduates to apply for inclusion into The
Alliance of Registered Homeopaths (ARH) or one of several professional registers of homeopaths.
The ﬁrst year is a Foundation Year, by the end of which students will have gained a basic understanding of
the principles of homeopathic philosophy, and a working knowledge of how to select and administer
homeopathic remedies in acute situations and for common ailments. The ﬁrst year can be taken as a stand‐
alone course for anyone wishing to have a better understanding of homeopathy so that they are able to use
remedies for common ailments and ﬁrst aid for their family.
The following three year's focus on developing students' skills as professional homeopaths and beginning to
build up their practices.
The two professional part time courses run concurrently with all students completing the foundation year,
with the opting of studying for a further three years to qualify as a homeopath. The curriculum for both
courses is the same, the diﬀerence is that students on the four‐year course must complete and pass all
criteria to be awarded a Licentiate of the college by the end of their fourth year.
We oﬀer a post graduate year at the end of the fourth year which will give you the title PGHom
(Postgraduate of Homeopathy). It is designed to support graduates in building their business' as well as
extending their homeopathic knowledge. This course is open to anyone who has a licentiate from any
college that is looking to build their practice and improve their homeopathic education.
There are 10 weekends in each academic year for the four years. As well as attending the weekends you will
have about 15 to 20 hours home study a month and need to accumulate 180 clinic hours by attending our
student clinics and sitting in with qualiﬁed homeopaths.
Our courses will run from October to July each year.
Classes 9.30am (Saturday) 10.00 a.m (Sunday). – 5.00 p.m.
The college is based at the Salomon’s Estate, with Tunbridge Wells
and Tonbridge minutes away. Only 50 minutes by train from London
and the M25 is less than 15 minutes by car.

Key Features of the Four Year Courses include:

Philosophy
• Study of The Organon

• Theory of Miasms

• Provings

• The Law of cure

• Potency

• History of homeopathy and the
continuing development of
homeopathic medicine

• Susceptibility
• Understanding of health and disease
from a homeopathic perspective

• Homeopathic research

• Chronic and Acute Disease

• Personal journey

• In depth study of homeopathic
materia medica to include
traditional and new remedies.

• Doctrine of Signatures

Materia Medica

• Key notes
• Aﬃnities
• Essence

• Remedy Relationships
• Chakra’s & Energy Systems
• Herbal Tinctures
• Flower Essences

Methods
• Development of methodology, from
Hahnemann and Classical
homeopathy to contemporary
methods

• Practical application of methods

• Case taking

• Prognosis

• Case recording

• Case management

• Case analysis

• Practitioner Development

• Choosing appropriate methods

• Supervision and Reﬂection

• Repertorisation

• Personal Journal Work

Case work

• Prescription; ﬁrst; second;
follow ups

Clinical training
Our clinics run from the ﬁrst year for observation, and in the second year, students begin their formal
clinical training. Initially, students observe consultations with patients and participate in the case
analysis and discussion. To become a Practical Homeopath, the College believes that students should
start working with patients as soon as possible. It is only through the experience of taking cases with
patients that students become competent and conﬁdent practitioners. All clinics are via Zoom.
An important aspect of the professional course is the clinical training our students receive. This is
where you integrate the theory learnt at the college weekends with the practical application of seeing
real patients., from the moment a student joins the professional course, they are welcome to attend
our student clinics held by several tutors over Zoom. This allows our students to experience diﬀerent
clinics run over a variety of days once a month.
The clinic is supervised by an experienced qualiﬁed homeopath, with each patient being seen by their
designated student practitioner and observer before the case is discussed with the supervisor and the
other students attending clinic. Students new to the clinic participate in the group discussions around
case analysis and prescribing then, as they gain experience progress to being an observer and when
ready they will have their own clinic patients.
It is the combination of theory learnt at college weekends, completion of homework and experience
gained at clinic that builds your skills as a competent homeopath. By seeing real patients whilst under
supervision you develop your ability in case taking, case management and dealing with
complex/diﬃcult cases. Essential personal skills are developed through your participation at the clinic
as you will need to listen objectively to patients and fellow student practitioners; to communicate with
clarity; to support people on their healing journey and to be aware of issues of conﬁdentiality and
ethics. We ﬁnd that students' progress quickly by studying in this way so that by the time they
graduate they are conﬁdent, professional practitioners.
Throughout the four years you will need to complete a minimum 180 clinic hours, of which a 150 hours
will be internal clinic hours, 20 hours need to be external sitting‐in with homeopaths, the extra 10
hours will ideally be made up of external sitting in but may be internal clinics. You cannot graduate
until these hours are complete. The clinic costs £50 a month. You have to be committed to the clinic
that you have been assigned, which are run by SCH tutors around the country. There will be a charge
for the patients attending student clinic, which will be held in a ‘bank’ and shared between the
students at the clinic at the end of the year, giving you a nice bonus at the end of the clinic time.

Assessments
Assessment is through homework, materia medica reviews, methods reviews, casework and clinical
practice, tutor and self‐ assessment, there are no exams. All the College's assessments are about
enabling you to understand and retain what has been taught. Students are asked to demonstrate their
knowledge of remedies, their understanding and analysis of cases, the diﬀerent approaches available,
as well as homeopathic philosophy and theory. You will also include your personal journal work.

Qualiﬁcations
To be awarded your Licentiate of the Southern College of Homeopathy, LSCH, you need to submit 8
graduation cases, which have been supervised by the college principles or a supervisor who is
recognised by the college. These will need to be submitted before or by weekend 7 of the 4th year.
You will also need to have all homework completed with an overall pass of 85% and attended 180
clinic hours.
You will need to submit your Learning Journals to a tutor at the end of the college year, in whatever
format of your choice. You will need to write an essay of no less than 4000 ‐ maximum 10,000 words
on a subject related to homeopathy but of your choice. Throughout the four years you will have
gathered information from lectures and your own research, which you will put into a Portfolio as your
personal record of all your work and achievements. You will also need to submit a therapeutics ﬁle,
which will have been collated over the 4 years.
The qualiﬁcation of LSCH will enable you to apply as a college graduate for membership of a
professional body such as the Alliance of Registered Homeopaths (ARH) to be able to get full insurance
and to start your own practice.

Our Vision
To support and nurture our students, so that by the completion of the course, they are equipped with the
knowledge and practical skills to be professional and conﬁdent as practitioners.
To have a high standard of education, providing students with a thorough knowledge of homeopathy and an
understanding of associated practices, such as herbalism, Flowers essences and acupuncture and other
CAM therapies.
To encourage our students to be open‐minded and independent thinkers with no limiting beliefs or ideas.
To have a team of professional personnel committed to creating a supportive and friendly environment for
students and supporting each student's personal and learning journey.
To give students the tools to enable them to set up their own practices.
To not only train homeopaths, but to inform people about homeopathy and increase public awareness of
homeopathy as a health choice. An ideal shared by many homeopaths is that the title 'homeopathy'
becomes as well known and respected as the term GP.

The Southern College of homeopathy is
recognised for having attained validation status
by the Homeopathy Training HT Quality Assurance
Validation Scheme since 2015.
This is assessed and renewed every 2 years

Homeopathy Training (HT) operates a Quality Assurance Validation Scheme (QAVS),
a system whereby Homeopathy courses are recognised for their standards of education and
training related to the National Occupational Standards (NOS).
This recognition scheme is not designed for ‘short’ courses in homeopathy.
Only courses designed to develop safe, competent professional homeopathic practitioners may
enter the recognition process of the QAVS which, when successfully completed, allows them
to claim full QA status with the HT.
For the profession of homeopathy, the education of practitioners is the future and it is
important that course providers are accountable. The QAVS helps to ensure that courses provide adequate
opportunities for a thorough training, meet the criteria of the National Occupational Standards for
Homeopathy and achieve an educational standard equivalent to Level 6 in higher education
(this is the level of a university degree course).
Assuring a high standard of educational provision for future homeopaths beneﬁts the
student homeopath, the profession of homeopathy and the wider public, who are the users and
ultimate beneﬁciaries of Homeopathy.

Alliance of Registered Homeopaths
Graduates from the School's courses are eligible for
registration with the Alliance of Registered Homeopaths (ARH).

Our Tutors
Mary Ellis LSECH MSCH MARH ‐ The Principal of SCOH, Course Director of
the Iceland School, and the Midlands College .
Mary started SCOH in 2009 because she is passionate about homeopathy
and wanted to be instrumental in helping others to practice homeopathy
in a professional and practical way.
She is committed to bringing the very best and inspiring tutors to the
colleges who have a diverse range of skills and knowledge who can help
the students to develop their own practice and become competent and
conﬁdent prescribers. The colleges will have taught a solid grounding in
homeopathy as well as complementary subjects so that on completion of the course they will be able
to embark on a successful career in this amazing form of medicine.
Passionate about Homeopathy Mary is a trustee with Homeopathy Action Trust, on the panel of 4H
and a member and Chair of the HT. Committed to progressing Homeopathy in the UK and abroad.
In 2016 Mary started the foundation on what was to become the Iceland School of Homeopathy, which
opened in September of 2017, reinvigorating the homeopathic community there and educating the
homeopaths of the future. In 2020 the Southern College of Homeopathy merged with The Homeopathy
College in Birmingham, renaming it the Midlands College of Homeopathy, and is based in Malvern.
Mary is working with the best of tutors to help bring the colleges to the top of homeopathic education.
Mary has qualiﬁed in Homeopathy, Homeopathic Biopuncture, and Mesotherapy, she has successful
and busy practices in Surrey and Tunbridge Wells Kent, as well as running student clinics for the
college. Mary is also one of the co‐founders of Homeopaths Support refugees, working in the refugee
camps in Northern France, and beyond. She is a trustee of Homeopathy Action Trust, on the panel of
4H, and the Chair of the HT (Homeopathy Training).
Before becoming a homeopath, Mary worked within sales and marketing and had her own
Recruitment business, so has ﬁrst‐hand knowledge of setting up and marketing, networking and
promoting small businesses.
Jo Ketteman ‐ Vice Principal & Core Tutor
Originally trained as a nurse at St Mary's Hospital in London, Jo Ketteman then
went on to specialise in Midwifery. Working at the West London Hospital led
Jo to more natural childbirth and a holistic view of care. Following the birth of
her own child, she decided to pursue this further and study Homeopathy.
Since qualiﬁcation, in 1999, Jo has built a thriving practice caring for the needs
of the whole family. She also lectures at the Southern and sister schools,
Iceland and Midlands, and before that at the Lakeland College of
Homeopathy. She is part of the editorial team for the professional journal
Homeopathy in Practice. Jo is also one of the team that works in Grenfell providing support to the
survivors and families of the Grenfell ﬁre with Homeopaths support Grenfell. Jo is the Chair of QAVS
which is the Quality and Validation Assurance Scheme within Homeopathy promoting education
excellence. She is the Chair of Homeopathy Action Trust (HAT) and Jo is also a member of 4H.
She is a professional member of the Alliance of Registered Homeopaths. Jo teaches A&P as well as other
subjects and is an inspiring and motivating tutor.

Our Tutors
Liz Angell MSCH LSCH MARH ‐ Tutor.
Liz is one of the ﬁrst graduates of SCH and is a now is one of our core tutors,
she teaches the ﬁrst aid grassroots course and materia medica. Liz is an
inspiring tutor and is well loved within the college for her fun teaching skills.
She is an enthusiastic advocator about homeopathy and has a brought her
experience working within schools to work with the students and organise
the college procedures. She is also a Bush Flower Practitioner, Angelic Reiki
Practitioner level 1 & 2 and has Drawing and Talking Foundation and
Advanced Certiﬁcates. Certiﬁcates.

Clare Phillips ‐ Tutor
Clare is a Homeopath, Iridologist, a Bach Flower Essence Practitioner and
GAIA Healer living in Sussex. Following a scientiﬁc training, her own health
issues led her to a path in complementary therapy. A graduate of the CPH in
London, Clare has gone on to teach at other Homeopathy colleges and we
are pleased that she is now working with SCH as a tutor.
With a background in IT with a degree in Electronic Engineering, this helps
her to explain how complementary therapies can work in layman’s terms,
which can be understood by all. She has taught anatomy and physiology for
homeopaths, materia medica and teaches our Iridology course for homeopaths course at SCH.

Simon Taﬄer PCH RSHom FSHom ‐ Tutor
Simon has over 30 years of clinical experience primarily in the UK and USA, and
trauma experience in Israel, Paraguay and Sri Lanka.
He integrates knowledge and experience in homeopathy, naturopathy,
nutrition, bodywork and cranial‐sacral therapy, into a practical and eﬀective
holistic homeopathic framework. Treatment therefore includes a number of
approaches to healthcare, considered and planned according to the acute,
chronic or epidemic health picture presented.
He is adept at working with patients who are also taking conventional medications and uses CEASE
protocols when indicated. Simon’s love of being a homeopath and learning old and new ways of
prescribing, is evident in his teaching.
He lectures and teaches worldwide and was awarded a Fellowship of the Society of Homeopaths in
2013. Simon is the Chair of Homeopathy Action Trust.
Lastly, Simon has a love / hate relationship with Triathlons and never refuses dark chocolate, a good
gluten free triﬂe or a walk with his dog Noodle!

Our Tutors
Guðrún Tinna Thorlacius ‐ B.Sc (Hons) MARH Principal of The Iceland School of
Homeopathy and Core tutor for SCH.
Tinna studied homeopathy at Purton House/The University of West London in
2006‐2011. Guðrún Tinna is also an ACC accredited Health and Life coach and has
run a thriving clinic downtown Reykjavík since 2011. Guðrún Tinna was a
translator and co‐editor of the book Pregnancy and Childbirth with Homeopathy,
published in 2017.Guðrún Tinna was the vice president of Organon, The Society
of Homeopaths in Iceland in 2011‐2015 and the secretary for The Association of
Complementary and Alternative Medicine in Iceland in 2011‐2015.

Rix Pyke ‐ Tutor
Rix studied at the School of Homeopathy in Devon until 1998 and then completed
a 2‐year post diploma training with the Guild of Homeopaths. In practice in
Peckham South London and Neal’s Yard Therapy rooms in Covent garden Rix has
also maintained a monthly free clinic in a community mental health project in
Peckham with funding from many sources, including The Big Lottery. In 2010 she
was part of forming The Maintaining Health Partners ‐ a cooperative of specialist
therapists working with people living with mental health concerns, using a
combination of holistic therapies and inclusive community activities. In 2018 they received funding
from the Society of Homeopaths to run a homeopathy community clinic in a local gardening project.
Watch video here:
https://homeopathy‐soh.org/short‐ﬁlm‐celebrates‐beneﬁts‐of‐society‐funded‐community‐clinic/
Rix has trained in Chi Kung and works with staﬀ and patients in the Maudsley Psychiatric Hospital as a
chi kung teacher. In 2017 she completed a 2‐year training in Craniosacral therapy at the Karuna Institute
in Devon. Jerome Whitney was her teacher in the Druid Order classes ‐ until his death in 2018. She
registered with the Society of Homeopaths in 2001 and has written for their journal and the HIP journal
from the ARH.

Lorraine Grayston ‐ Tutor
Lorraine brings to work 20 years of experience, of being a full‐time practising
homeopath working with adults and children and over a decade of being a
core teacher and the Lakeland College of Homeopathy teaching all aspects of
homeopathy including introducing Shamanism into the core curriculum. She
also choreographs and facilitates an array of shamanic workshops, focussing on
personal power and development, training in Shamanism, for men and women
and training for women exploring all aspects of womanhood and the feminine.
Currently she works with a unique alchemy of Homoeopathy, Shamanism and personal development
with individuals and with groups and is passionate about enabling people to take an active role in their
own healing, to commit to becoming more conscious and fully awake and in the river and to not be
deﬁned by what others tell them to be true of themselves, unless it resonates with them. Lorraine is
one of the core tutors now at SCH.

Our Tutors
Jenny Watson ‐ Tutor
Graduating from The Lakeland College in 2008, Jenny has sustained a thriving
practice. Craving her own space from which to work, in 2009, Jenny and her
husband Martin opened a natural health store in Cobham, Energetic Health
opened its doors.
Jenny is passionate about homeopathy and has the overﬂowing bookcases to
prove it! Lecturing at CHE and SCH Jenny also gives individual student support
via mentoring and supervision. SCH is very pleased that Jenny joined our
team in 2019.

Christopher Hammond ‐ Tutor
Homeopathy came knocking on my door many years ago (1984) and has been
a very big part of my life ever since. It took my career away from becoming a
G.P. and into the holistic ﬁeld, hook, line and sinker. I fell in love with it; it felt
like coming home.
I became Principal of the Homeopathy College Birmingham when David
Howell retired in 2008 and it is now my delight to be working with Mary and
the Southern College. It continues to be my privilege to see people grow; I am
here for the journey.

Tracy Karkut‐Law TMARH LCHE ‐ Tutor
Tracy graduated from CHE in 2007 and immediately fell pregnant with her second
child! This didn’t stop her from practicing, which she did throughout her pregnancy
and while on maternity leave from her work as an Assistant Head Teacher of a local
primary school. She was also a volunteer and trainer with the Breastfeeding
Network for 10 years, but homeopathy has been her full‐time work since 2011.
Tracy practices from a clinic in Bethnal Green, East London and ran a voluntary
clinic at Hackney Carers’ Centre for 3 years. She’s also part of the Travelling Homeopaths Collective and
loves the challenge of acute prescribing, especially at summer festivals such as Glastonbury. She has her
own homeopathy business school with a range of in‐person and online courses where she shares her
thoroughly modern approach to business, combining her love of productivity, technology, and personal
development.
Tracy ﬁnds many ways to be creative; making quilts, taking photos, and she's always writing something ‐
whether for one of her own blogs or for the ARH journal and also for Cleverhthemag.com. She has ‘another
life’ as a blues DJ, playing for dance events around the UK and Europe. She’s excited to join Southern
Homeopathy College, and her dream is that all students graduate with all the skills and strategies they need
to build an authentic, heart‐centred, thriving practice.

Our Tutors
Cori Anderberg ‐ Tutor and Student Welfare Oﬃcer
Cori Anderberg graduated from Southern College. Her love of books and
words has given her a particular passion for repertorisation. She started a
“Rep Club” whilst in school and loves to bring this passion into her teaching.
She has used homeopathy for many years for her own family.
She serves on the board of the Homeopathic Action Trust and volunteers
with Kids on the Green supporting the community still aﬀected by the
Grenfell Tower tragedy. She has a particular passion for treating teenagers
especially teenage boys as well as their mamas and loves to support
families.

Carol Boyce ‐ RDHom (NA), CCH ‐ Tutor
Carol Boyce was in the middle of a PhD at London University when she found the Life
of Hahnemann on a library shelf. She graduated from the College of Homeopathy,
London, England in 1985. Later that year she went to Calcutta, India as part of the ﬁrst
Bengal Allen Medical Institute’s International training, where she worked in the oldest
homeopathic hospital in the world and prescribed in rural clinics. In 1987 she and her
colleague Linda Shannon organized the Bengal Allen International trainings and set up
a nutritional support project for a homeopathic clinic in a Calcutta slum. Twenty +
years later this project still provides nutrition for malnourished children and employment for local women.
Carol has taught homeopathy since her graduation, including thousands of people at acute workshops, a
great many of whom went on to study professionally at the College of Homeopathy where she was a core
faculty member for 11 years. In March 1991 after the First Gulf War, she went to Baghdad, Iraq, with a
backpack full of remedies. There she taught groups of doctors in Baghdad’s impressive Medical City, by
then bereft of the most basic medical resources following sanctions. In 1992 she co‐founded and
eventually became full time Director of the non‐proﬁt Homeopathy for a Change, forerunner of
Homeopaths Without Borders UK, and set up clinical/teaching projects in places as diverse as Cairo,
Honduras and London
In 1996 Carol gave up a busy grassroots practice to relocate to Los Angeles and complete a two‐year
certiﬁcate course in ﬁlm at UCLA. She returned to teaching in 1999, as part of the core faculty of the
American University of Complementary Medicine’s MSc Homeopathy program. In 2000 she became the
Clinical Supervisor for the AUCM’s internship and developed a 30‐hour Distance Learning video program in
Philosophy for the AUCM’s PhD Homeopathy program. In 2002 she was Executive director of Homeopaths
Without Borders US and taught in medical schools in Cuba. She writes extensively about the politics of
medicine and how they relate to homeopathy. since 2007 Carol began making a series of documentary
ﬁlms about homeopathy. We are very pleased to have Carol join us SCH.

Our Tutors
Trevor Gunn ‐ Tutor
Trevor is a graduate in Medical Biochemistry, a practising and registered
homeopath ay the Dyke Road Natural Health Clinic in Brighton and is author of
the booklet ‘Mass Immunisation – A point in question’. He lectures on
homeopathy, pathology and immunisation, having written in various
publications, and practised all over the UK also in Japan, Lebanon, Iceland,
Egypt, Croatia and Bosnia, for colleges, and support groups. As well as speaking
on national TV and radio.

Hilery Dorrian ‐ Lic. Ac. LSH DHt ‐ Tutor
Hilery Dorrian has 25 years of experience as a homeopath, Chinese herbalist and
acupuncturist. Hilery started her career as an acupuncturist, qualifying from
Leamington Spa in 1981. She went on to study Homoeopathy at the London
College of Homoeopathy graduating in 1988. Homoeopathy quickly became her
passion and she continued her studies in India.
Hilery is known as a fascinating speaker, her seminars and talks are always very
practical and informative. Hilery attracts large audiences who always are drawn
to her enthusiasm and down‐to‐earth approach. She is a regular lecturer for many homoeopathic
colleges in UK and abroad and is frequently asked to speak at various events on homeopathy and
Chinese medicine. Hilery teaches at many of the colleges in London and the South East; she is very
involved in student supervision.
Hilery’s interest in the healing power of plants led her to create the Barefoot Botanicals natural skin
care range and she runs a general advice column on her website, specialising in skin conditions.
Hilery runs a very busy practice in Lingﬁeld, Surrey where she sees upwards of 50 patients a week.

Geoﬀ Johnson ‐ MA Vet MB MRCVS VetMFHom RSHom PCH ‐ Tutor
Geoﬀ has been a vet for 20 years and until recently ran a busy mixed surgery
treating everyone under the sun in Exmoor. He was treated for Hay‐fever by
homeopathy one summer and that was it he was hooked, so he embarked on
his training as a Homeopathic Vet. When animal owners started asking for
treatment for themselves and their own ailments, he became a homeopath
for people too. Now he runs a purely homeopathic surgery and doesn’t know
how many legs his patient will have until looking into the waiting room.
Geoﬀ has a wonderful teaching style that is always appreciated by students.

Our Tutors
Kelda White ‐ Tutor and Head Tutor of Midlands College
I was inspired to study homeopathy 15 years ago after experiencing how
wonderful, eﬀective and life expanding it can be. I work with remedies, ﬂower
essences, nutrition and deep intuitive reﬂection to enable the transformative
process which is so beautifully expressed through homeopathy. With my feet in
the soil and the basics of life, I also have a passion for supporting gut health,
alternative ways of being well and reconnecting people to nature through plant
wisdom. I studied at The Homeopathy College, gained experience in Mumbai and
now have an online international client base as well as a practice in the lovely town of Malvern.

Student Mentors
Student mentors, Cor Anderberg, Senhorinha Calheno Da Silva, Carrie Olson and Julie Hemple‐King.

Guest Tutors
Every year we invite a couple of homeopaths with expertise in speciﬁc areas to lecture for a day or
weekend at the college, past guest tutors include:
Melissa Assilem
Miranda Castro
Dr Lionel Milgrom
Jonathan Stallick
Magdalena Taylor
Chris Auckland
Sylvia Treacher
Breda McManus
Kush Mark
Angie Jackson
Gemma Hoefkens

MNCHM, RSHom, FBIH FFW
FHom CCH
MARH,MRHom, BSc, MSc, CChem, FRSC.
RSHom MSCH
The Informed Parent founder
MRCVS Homeopathic Vet and tutor at HAWL (Homeopathy at Wellie Level)
CCH
LBSH
PhD LCHE
BA(Hons), LCH, R.Hom, MARH
LCPH

Accredited Qualiﬁcation
Graduates receive a Licentiate in Homeopathy, the standard qualiﬁcation for practice in the UK. This
qualiﬁes graduates for membership of a professional body such as the Alliance of Registered
Homeopaths (ARH) and to start their own practice. The course involves external study and clinical
work, with the emphasis on developing and demonstrating clinical ability.

What our students say
"I have been seeking inspiration for a new career for many years; now having completed my ﬁrst year, I am
even more convinced this is the right path for me and much of this is due to the wonderful experience of
my time at college. The enthusiasm and support we are oﬀered by Mary; can only ensure we get the best
start to our new lives as homeopaths." Sue 2nd year student
"The beneﬁts from attending a clinic where there are real patients with real problems instead of paper
cases are huge. The most wonderful thing is that as their condition improves so does my understanding of
what I learn in class." Chris, 4th year student
"I have found the clinic a really exciting place to go each month. It gives me the opportunity to discus my
own cases "I have found the clinic a really exciting place to go each month. It gives me the opportunity to
discus my own cases knowing that my patients are getting the best attention from experienced
Homeopaths as well as listening to and joining in with the discussion around analysis, methods/strategy
and prescribing remedies for patients that other students have. I have learnt so much about the diﬀerent
approaches that can be used from simple to complex cases." Allison 3rd year student
"Being a mature student and back to studying after a long time, I was quite concerned about the course and
a bit nervous to start with. But from day one I found my lecturers quite open and easy to communicate
with. The course is set out in an easy to learn format with detailed handouts and an opportunity to discuss
any problems. I have enjoyed the ﬁrst year and now looking forward to the next with a view of being
qualiﬁed soon and a great career ahead of me. I would deﬁnitely recommend anyone interested in
homeopathy to consider the Southern College of Homeopathy as their ﬁrst choice." Shruti 2nd year student
"I wasn't sure what to expect when I started college, but I have been delighted with all aspects of the
college. Together with the other students we received a very warm welcome and started learning various
aspects of homeopathy and related subjects straight away. Through excellent tuition I have learnt an
enormous amount in my ﬁrst year and am looking forward to the challenges of the second year. The tutors
have been extremely supportive and are always available to deal with any problems or queries. I would
highly recommend this college for anyone wishing to train as a homeopath!" Liz Graduate
“Great college. Supportive, interesting, challenging tutors. Practical and hands on. A great place to study. I
feel they really prepare us to be great homeopaths!” Cori 2nd year student
“An amazing place to study Homeopathy. Easy access, ample parking. College set in beautiful grounds.
Tutors fantastic. Cannot recommend highly enough.” Julie 1st year student
“I'm in my second year and can highly recommend SCH as a great college with a warm and friendly
atmosphere. There are many interesting lectures from a variety of wonderful, experienced homeopaths and
teachers. I've learnt a lot so far and look forward to learning much more. If you're considering homeopathy
as a career or even furthering your knowledge for yourself then come and join us.” Tracy 2nd year student
“SCH oﬀers a very ambitious course on Homeopathy and a wide range of amazing tutors. I also love the
school setting at the Salomon’s estate in Tunbridge Wells. This course comes highly recommended.
Tinna ‐ lecturer

“I am a student studying in my fourth year of the Southern College of Homeopathy. This college has
thoroughly supported me every step of the way. The team here are not only homeopaths themselves but
are passionate and caring people. The college prides itself on producing individuals and encourages
students to become their own type of homeopath.
They nourish students and motivate them in everyway, whether you are studying homeopathy with an
intention to setup your own practice, or simply want to study this topic to expand your knowledge in health
and well‐being they will support you.
It is a warm and welcoming environment for us all and it is by far the best decision I made to study here!
Thank you SCH for your inspiration and guidance nonstop!” Gabby 4th year student

Annual Fees
For the four‐year part‐time course: Fees for the academic year beginning in October 2021 are £2,500 if
paid in full; or if in 4 instalments ‐ £2600 ‐ £650, x 4 and £2,700 if paid in 10 monthly instalments
(£270 per month for 10 months). Please note that annual fees remain due should you decide to leave
the course part way through a year.
To secure a place on the course a non‐ refundable registration fee of £270 is needed.
This is in addition to the years fees for the ﬁrst year.
Annual fees include attendance at the college lecture weekends, plus handouts and marking costs.
Student membership of the ARH and practitioner insurance (c £40 per year) and the cost of textbooks
are not included in the fees. Clinics cost £50 a month, paid to the supervising tutor.
There is a cost for supervision, we have a list of approved supervisors that the students can contact. It
is the responsibility of the student to contact a supervisor and engage with them. The supervisor form
will need to be ﬁlled in and signed each time. The cost of the supervision from a SCH approved
supervisor is £50 per hour.

Bursarys awarded by the ARH
The ARH have allocated funds to allow for up to ﬁve students per year to receive £1,000 each towards
their training in homeopathy. The bursary is available to students already in their second year, or above,
of studies, who attend a course which is a participating member of the Homeopathy Training (HT).
Students applying for a bursary will ﬁrst need to discuss their request with their college principal, and
if the principal agrees that the granting of a bursary will be of genuine beneﬁt to the student, the
student can download an application form to complete (see below), and return it to the principal for
endorsement. Please note that all funding requests must be endorsed by the college principal.
Homeopathy Action Trust (HAT) also oﬀer bursary’s up to £500 toward fees.
Applications made directly to HAT.
The Whitney Bursary is also available for students from the 2nd year onward. This is £500 to be paid
oﬀ your college fees. This is a memorial bursary in the name of Jerome Whitney who was a guiding
light in the college and helped it to become the college it is today.

SCH plays an active role in the Homeopathy Training
and in leading the way in developing accredited
programme for homeopathy in the UK

SOUTHERN COLLEGE OF

HOMEOPATHY

Join us for a free taster day
Throughout the college year there are opportunities to spend a day or a
weekend sitting in on first year lectures. What better way to have any questions answered?
Meet students and lecturers so you can discover whether this is the right college for you.
To arrange a day or weekend taster please contact:
Mary Ellis (Principal): 07711 418430 or email: mary@schhom.com
Jo Ketteman (Vice Principal): email jo@schhom.com

www.schhom.com
Administration Oﬃce, 236 Chaldon Way, Coulsdon, Surrey CR5 1DH
SCH LTD registration No. 08091382

We are based at Salomons Estate
Broomhill Road, Southborough, Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN3 0TG

Directions:
From the North
Leave the M25 at junction 5 and follow the signs for A21 Hastings. Then proceed onto the A26
signposted to Southborough and Tunbridge Wells. Once you have reached Southborough turn right
at the second set of traﬃc lights into Speldhurst Road (by the Majestic Wine Warehouse).
Then take the second turning on the left into Broomhill Road and the entrance to Salomons Estate
is immediately on your right.
From the South
From Tunbridge Wells follow the A26 (St John’s Road) towards Southborough and Tunbridge Wells.
You will pass the Cross Keys public house on your right hand side. Turn left at the traﬃc lights into
Speldhurst Road (by the Majestic Wine Warehouse). Then take the second turning on the left
into Broomhill Road and the entrance to Salomons Estate is immediately on your right.
By rail
Tonbridge and Tunbridge Wells railway stations are approximately three miles away from Salomons
Estate. There are taxi ranks at both stations.
Car parking
There is free parking for 200 cars at Salomons Estate including disabled parking.
A cycle rack is also available on site.

